FILM SCREENINGS AT THE PARK TAVERN, MACCLESFIELD

AUG US T 2017 L I S T I N G S

Ghost in the Shell
Sat 12th August

WE SHOW FREE FILMS IN OUR BOUTIQUE
CINEMA UPSTAIRS THREE TIMES A WEEK;
JUST ASK FOR YOUR TICKET AT THE BAR!

www.picturesinthepark.net

THURSDAYS 8pm
The finest independent & world cinema
3rd Aug

ELLE

3rd August
Crime Drama Thriller · 130 mins · France · 2016

Sexually assaulted in her own home, the head of a video game
company tracks down her assailant, beginning a dangerous game of
cat-and-mouse in this unpredictable, deeply controversial thriller

3rd Aug

THE STATION AGENT
10th August

Comedy Drama · 89 mins · USA · 2003

A dwarf moves into an abandoned train depot bequeathed to him by
his late best friend, but finds his plans for solitude complicated by a
gregarious hotdog vendor and a woman dealing with her own loss

10th Aug

45 YEARS

17th August
17th Aug

Romantic Drama · 91 mins · UK · 2015

Preparing to celebrate their 45th wedding anniversary, Kate and Geoff find
a shadow cast over their relationship when the frozen body of Geoff’s first
love is found in the alps in this subtle, slow-burning acting masterclass

CAMERA BUFF
24 Aug
th

24th August

Comedy Drama · 117 mins · Poland · 1979

Having bought a camera to film the birth of his child, a clerk finds his film
of his company’s anniversary celebrations leading to fame and misfortune
in this wry meditation on the power and responsibility of filmmakers
31st Aug

MARTHA MARCY MAY MARLENE
31st August
Drama Thriller · 102 mins · USA · 2011

A young woman who has escaped from a sinister cult finds shelter with
her sister and brother-in-law, but remains haunted by memories and a
growing paranoia as dreams and reality start to intermingle
31st Aug

SATURDAYS 8pm
A second chance to catch blockbusters
5th Aug

LIFE

5th August
Sci-fi Horror Thriller · 104 mins · USA · 2017

When astronauts aboard the International Space Station discover
a simple single-celled organism within a rock sample from Mars,
they are surprised by how rapidly it evolves until very quickly it is
threatening both their lives and the planet below
5th Aug

GHOST IN THE SHELL

12th August

Sci-fi Action Drama · 107 mins · USA · 2017

12th Aug

Major Kusanagi, a human saved with cybernetic enhancements
following a terrorist attack, has been tasked with tracking down a
terrorist who hacks into peoples’ very minds...But has no idea her
pursuit will reveal a secret that will upend everything she believes

KONG: SKULL ISLAND

19th August

Action Adventure · 118 mins · USA · 2017

19th Aug

In the seventies, a crackpot explorer convinces the US military to
mount a ‘scientific’ expedition to an unexplored Pacific island, only to
discover the apparent paradise hides an array of unique and sometimes
dangerous creatures, presided over by the legendary gigantic ape

SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE

26 Aug
th

26th August - 3pm Matinee

Animated Comedy Adventure · 90 mins · USA · 2017

A mysterious map encourages Smurfette to lead her three best friends on
an impromptu adventure into the Forbidden Forest, determined to find the
fabled lost village and its secrets before the nefarious wizard Gargamel

HIDDEN FIGURES
26th August

Historical Drama · 127 mins · USA · 2016

This Oscar-nominated film casts a light on the real African-American
women whose critical roles within the earliest days of the US space
program has been historically ignored, following three ‘human computers’
whose intelligence and determination helped put John Glenn into orbit
3 rd Aug

SUNDAYS 8pm
6th Aug

Alternate Cinevangelist / Documentaries
CINEVANGELIST:

Amazing and underrated films of all genres that you’ve probably
never heard of; the titles stay secret to preserve the surprises!

6th Aug

DOCUMENTARIES IN THE PARK:

A curated selection of excellent feature-length documentary films

(DRAMA)
13 Aug
th

6th August
86 mins · You may like it if you like: Phone Booth

13th Aug

On the cusp of his big break, a rookie director reunites with his
drug-dealing deadbeat high school friend in a motel, but a decadeold incident comes bubbling back up in this intense chamber drama

DIOR AND I

13th August

90 mins · France · 2014

20 Aug
th

A must-watch for fashionhounds, this provides a priveleged peek
behind the curtain at the creation of the first haute couture collection
by Raf Simons, the new artistic director at Christian Dior

(DRAMA)

20th August
20th Aug
27 Aug
th

109 mins · You may like it you like: Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close

This uniquely innovative exploration of grief and memory looks at the
family of a famed photographer who, years after her death, are forced
to confront their recollections of her due a retrospective of her work

ADDICTED TO SHEEP
27th August

27th Aug

86 mins · UK · 2015

This documentary by a farmer’s daughter follows two North
Pennines sheep farmers who spend their days trying to breed the
perfect sheep against a remote and sometimes brutal landscape

